Family FIVE: Tips for Thriving in Challenging Times

This small, quarterly publication of Putnam / Northern Westchester BOCES is a marketing vehicle for the agency. It is designed to raise positive awareness of PNW BOCES’ broad array of departments, initiatives, thought leaders and teachers while providing practical and timely tips to families.

English and Spanish editions reside on pnwboces.org and are linked to through social media, mainly PNW BOCES’ Facebook and Twitter accounts. Whenever possible, Family FIVE connects to additional content through hashtags including #ParentsAsPartners.

The Winter Holiday Edition (December 2021) showcases instructors connected to PNW BOCES Career and Technical Education Center, Center for Environmental Education, Guidance and Child Study Center and Center for Educational Leadership while offering families thoughtful tips for bringing hope, energy and joy into the holiday season.


The Earth Month Edition (March 2022) presents PNW BOCES Career and Technical Education Center’s wide variety of programs and their teachers while offering families timely, simple tips to using less energy and protecting the environment.